How to Draw Both Sides of a Hand

PALM SIDE UP
1. Draw a palm shape as shown.
2. Add four spread out fingers above.
3. Attach a thumb with curves.
4. Erase the gray lines and add fold lines.

PALM SIDE DOWN
5. Draw a palm shape as shown.
6. Add four spread out fingers above.
7. Attach a thumb with curves.
8. Erase the gray lines and add nails and wrinkles.
9. Trace with a marker and color.
How to Draw Two Hands, Palm Side Up

1. Draw the left palm shape as shown.
2. Draw the symmetrical palm on the right.
3. Attach four fingers on the left hand.
4. Draw four symmetrical fingers on the right.
5. Attach a left thumb as shown.
6. Draw a symmetrical right thumb as shown.
7. Erase the gray lines on both hands.
8. Add the bottom palm line and fold lines.
9. Trace with a marker and color.
How to Draw Two Hands, Palm Side Down

1. Draw the left palm shape as shown.
2. Draw the symmetrical palm on the right.
3. Attach four fingers on the left hand.
4. Draw four symmetrical fingers on the right.
5. Attach a left thumb as shown.
6. Draw a symmetrical right thumb as shown.
7. Erase the gray lines on both hands.
8. Add the fingernails and fold lines.
9. Trace with a marker and color.